Floods emergency management: the value of potential and actual damage estimation
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Abstract

Emergency management (intended here from emergency planning to reaction) is a crucial aspect of risk management, allowing us to handle residual risk. Therefore, its economic convenience is an important piece of information in designing flood risk management strategies. This paper seeks to answer the following questions: How expected damage reduction due to emergency management can be estimated? Which analyses are required? Are there available tools in literature?

In the paper, a framework is provided to describe the process of emergency management and preventive actions leading to damage reduction. The latter are differently handled according to whether they are addressed to reduce the hazard or exposure/vulnerability. The framework is then applied to a real case study. Results suggest that damage reduction estimation is possible, even though available models still require further improvement, in terms of transferability and required data/knowledge. On the other hand, results show the utility of the information supplied by this kind of analysis for decision makers.
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1 Introduction

Looking at the past, history teaches us that where a risk is present, it is impossible to totally protect communities from the likelihood of a disastrous event even if proper mitigation measures are implemented; as a consequence, a “residual risk” always exists which affects exposed systems. Emergency
management (intended here from emergency planning to reaction) allows us to handle residual risk; impacts can be decreased if people are aware of upcoming events and are prepared to react. For this reason, the role of emergency management became increasingly important in the last few decades [1, 2].

Although the prime purpose of emergency management is to save life, which ideally always justifies the adoption of emergency management strategies, this paper focuses upon the economic savings caused by emergency management, with particular attention on floods. Economic convenience is a critical piece of information in defining flood management policies; the recent Floods Directive [3], for example, explicitly requires us to take account of costs and benefits in the design of flood risk management plans.

When damage to people is not considered, some questions arise: How expected damage reduction can be estimated? Which analyses are required? Are there available tools in literature? This paper seeks to answer these questions.

A methodology is supplied and damage reduction is actually estimated for a case study. Despite all the uncertainties that presently affect case study’s results, the implementation of the methodology allows us to take a further step forward in the comprehension of the problem at stake; on the one hand, it allows us to identify which are the current difficulties in applying the methodology and, as a consequence, which are the priorities for future research. On the other hand but even more important, it allows us to understand what the value of damage reduction estimation is in terms of knowledge supplied to emergency managers. Indeed, a principle is maintained in the paper according to which good emergency management should assemble feasible and effective strategies to cope with the event which are specific for the context under investigation. The evaluation of expected damage reduction is thus a critical piece of information to adjust/design emergency plans, by defining better response strategies.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 a framework is provided to describe the process and preventive actions leading to damage reduction. The framework is linked to available modeling approaches for the estimate of expected damage reduction. The case study is presented in section 3 which explains how damage reduction can be estimated in practice; results are then discussed, with particular attention on the utility supplied by the assessment in terms of available knowledge for emergency managers. A critical analysis of the methodology is supplied in section 4. Finally, section 5 reformulates findings from previous sections in order to answer the original questions of the paper.

2 Emergency management in case of flood: The aim of reducing potential damage

Figure 1 depicts the emergency management process as conceived in this paper:

- When a flood is monitored or forecasted, civil protection makes choices, ideally according to what has been previously arranged in the emergency plan; these choices regard both warning and preventive measures which aim at reducing exposure, vulnerability and flood intensity.
Once the warning has been issued, lay people react to it and implement, in turn, preventive measures. The latter are addressed to reduce exposure and/or vulnerability; literature highlights that people reaction depends on both warning features and social vulnerability [2, 4, 5];

The extent of items at risk (after preventive measures have been implemented), their vulnerability (from all its perspectives: social, institutional, functional and physical) and flood intensity concur then to define expected damages.

Figure 1: The emergency process, as conceived in this paper. Coloured arrows represent preventive measures implemented during emergency, whose effects need to be modelled.

Evaluating damage reduction due to emergency management is equivalent to modelling the effect (on expected damages) of preventive measures implemented during the event, by both civil protection and lay people. Such an assessment can be used then to adjust emergency plans; this is pointed out in fig. 1 by the back-going dotted arrow which stresses how assessment’s results can influence initial choices.

Referring to the most quoted terminology in available literature [6–8] the problem of assessing damage reduction can be viewed in terms of the estimate of actual versus potential damages where potential damages are those damages that might happen when no emergency management exists; actual damages are,
instead, damages that would really happen after preventive measures are adopted.

Improving potential damages models is beyond the scope of this paper. A variety of tools are already available in literature [9–12]. In a nutshell, potential damages are usually estimated by means of depth-damage curves (which supply expected damage to affected items against water depth), field surveys or back analyses of damage data. Focusing instead on preventive measures, fewer tools are available [13–16]. In this paper, the effect of preventive measures on potential damages is differently modeled according to the objective of the actions; indeed two kinds of preventive actions can be put in place (fig. 2):

- those reducing the intensity of the hazard (i.e. levees rising and reinforcement, bridge gates, temporary dikes, etc.);
- those aiming at limiting exposure and vulnerability (e.g. moving contents, temporary water gates, etc.).

![Figure 2: Effect of hazard mitigation (HM) and vulnerability and exposure mitigation (VEM) on potential damages.](image)

In both cases, effectiveness depends on the level of preparedness as well as the available time for implementation; still, the effect on the potential damage curve is different. In the first case, preventive actions imply that, for a given event, the water depth in the flooded area decreases; accordingly, a shift occurs on the x-axis (identified by HM in fig. 2) so that if 1 represents the starting point for potential damages, the new value for damage (i.e. actual damage), after HM preventive actions, is 2. Otherwise, it is possible to explain the effect of actions on exposure and vulnerability as another depth-damage curve describing actual damages. The latter can be interpreted as the consequence of a shift (identified by VEM in fig. 2) in the potential damage curve so that, for a certain water depth, damage is less because of exposure and/or vulnerability reduction. Accordingly, if 1 represents the starting point for potential damages, the new value for damage (i.e. actual damage), after VEM preventive actions, is 3. Clearly, the combination of the two kinds of action brings the original damage to point 4.
Actual damage estimation requires the evaluation of both the effects. As a matter of fact, whilst the effect of preventive actions on hazard reduction can always be estimated by means of a hydraulic analysis, the evaluation of the consequence of preventive actions on exposure and vulnerability requires specific models and is still an open question [2, 17]. In section 3, a case study is supplied to describe how such an assessment can be carried out with available models. Both in the assessment of potential and actual damages, all types of damages (i.e. direct/indirect, tangible/intangible) and exposed items should be ideally accounted for. Nevertheless, damage to people is not considered in this paper, the objective being the evaluation of the economic benefit of emergency management.

3 Case study

The scope of this section is to describe how actual damages can be estimated in practice. Potential damages are first estimated; then the effect of preventive actions on damage reduction is assessed.

The case under investigation is the town of Sondrio, in the Italian Alpine region, where flood risk is induced by the River Mallero. It is important to clarify that the case study does not aim at supplying an exact estimate of potential and actual damages; this would be challenging in the Italian context where specific tools and data for their estimation are not available. On the contrary, the objective is to highlight which tools are available for damage estimation, which kind of knowledge such an estimate could supply (in a plausible case) and how this knowledge could be used to improve emergency management. For this reason, available tools from other countries are here implemented, being aware that their fitness with Italian context must still be proved and represents a priority for future research; as a result of the exercise, the following results are however considered reliable.

Emergency management in Sondrio is responsibility of local authorities who arranged for an emergency plan to deal with flood events. The plan sets preventive actions to be implemented by both civil protection and lay people after a warning is issued. The warning system is based on river discharge thresholds; once flood forecasts exceed one of them, the corresponding warning level is implemented. The plan schedules two main preventive measures in case of warning:
- the use of temporary gates (from now on called “bridge gates”) to close river bank openings at bridges, which is done by civil protection;
- people-individuals’ actions like moving contents, turning-off gas, sandbagging, etc.

3.1 Potential damages assessment

Potential damages estimation in Sondrio focused on the following types of damage:
- physical/direct damage to buildings;
• physical/direct damage to infrastructures;
• emergency costs, defined here as the cost required us to face the emergency.

Indirect damages due to business/services disruption as well as intangible damages were not considered in the present study.

According to section 2, physical/direct damage to buildings and infrastructures was calculated by means of available depth-damage curves; specifically, curves by the US Army Corps of Engineers [19] were implemented for buildings while the Dutch Standard Method [20] was adopted for infrastructures. The two methods were selected taking into account their transferability to the context under investigation that is the correspondence between hazard and vulnerability parameters considered in the methods, the vulnerability of exposed items and the available knowledge about the hazard. A literature review highlighted that few tools are instead available for emergency costs estimation; here the model suggested by Penning-Rowsell et al. [6] was implemented which estimates emergency costs as a fixed percentage of the value of physical/direct damage to buildings equal to 10%. The model was validated with data coming from the local database RaSDa (acronym of “Sistema per la Raccolta delle Schede Danni”, Italian translation for “System to collect damage data”) [18]. Fig. 3-serie 1 displays assessment results in terms of the extent of potential damages against river discharge.

Figure 3: Results of damage assessment: potential vs. actual damages; figure distinguishes between different classes (referred to as a, b, c) and between the effect of bridge gates only and the joint effect of bridge gates and people actions (referred to as 2, 3).
3.2 Actual damages assessment

According to section 2, actual damages estimation requires to assess the effect of the preventive measures scheduled in the emergency plan on potential damages. As regards to bridge gates, an hydraulic analysis was performed (not reported here [18]) given that the effect of bridge gates is to reduce the hazard by increasing the bankfull discharge of the river (see section 2). According to the analysis, the latter increases up to 160 m³/s.

People actions was modelled instead as a shift in potential depth-damage curves (see section 2). In detail, a fixed percentage of potential damages was considered for every water depth value. This percentage is equal to 4.5%, according to the value suggested by [6] for the warning context observed in Sondrio. Fig. 3 reports the comparison between results for potential and actual damages estimation. To be noted that the figure distinguishes between the effect of bridge gates only and the joint effect of bridge gates and people actions.

3.3 Utility of damage assessment results

Analyses carried out in the previous section allow to infer useful information regarding both the system under investigation, its (economic) convenience and its functioning during emergency. Useful knowledge derives initially from potential damages assessment; in detail, fig. 3 picks out that:

- first, physical/direct damage to buildings is significant and represents the major component of the total damage;
- second, physical/direct damage to single infrastructures is less relevant than physical/direct damage to buildings; specifically, damage to infrastructures is, on average, four orders of magnitude less than that to buildings.

Regarding the former point, it must be observed that this evidence does not depend on “emergency management” but it is linked to potential damages; in other words, to reduce damage to buildings, priority must be given to mitigation actions “in time of peace” (i.e. before the event strikes) which would aim at reducing buildings vulnerability (e.g. buildings codes), their exposure (e.g. planning) as well as the hazard (e.g. levees, detention basins). With respect to the second point, instead, the result is sensible, considering that damages to infrastructures are usually mainly indirect (e.g. damage due to the disruption of traffic, economic activities, etc., see section 4).

Actual damages assessment allows instead to infer useful information about emergency management economic convenience as well as on emergency management planning. Fig. 3 puts into evidence that damage reduction due to preventive actions is mainly due to bridge gates. Such an evidence suggests the more suitable emergency strategy too. Indeed, given that benefit from bridge gates is significant and actually with no costs (but for indirect damages due to traffic/business disruption, not computed here, see section 4) emergency managers should act “for safety” in their adoption. In other word, they should always adopt bridge gates when a flood cue is observed (forecasted), even if uncertainty is high. Moreover, it should be borne in mind that, even if damage to
people is not evaluated here, the main objective of emergency management should always be safe life. In accordance with this, limiting people access to flooded areas sounds sensible as road users represent up to half of the deaths during floods [21, 22]; from this perspective, the precautionary use of bridge gates is wise. Otherwise, fig. 3 highlights that damage reduction due to people action is limited. Thus, considering also that major costs can occur if false warnings are frequent (also in terms of loss of trust, wolf-crying syndrome, etc.), emergency managers may decide to act “against safety” in warning people, waiting until more certain forecast is available.

4 Critical discussion

Besides inherent uncertainties of damage models [23], the estimation of direct damages suffer from two main limitations. The first relates to infrastructures; present damage estimation does not take into account damage to accessories and installations (e.g. bridges, tunnels, water tanks, purification plants, control room, etc.) which, instead, can be relevant [18]. However, authors are not aware of parametric models which are able to adequately estimate damage to accessories and installation.

A second limitation relates instead to emergency costs; even though costs have been set equal to 10% of damage to buildings, validation with RaSDa data (not reported here [18]) suggests that they could be much more significant. This is especially important when emergency costs are compared with emergency benefits. Fig. 3 shows, for example, that emergency costs (i.e. the “b” serie) and damage reduction to buildings (i.e. the difference a1-a3), which represents the main benefit, are of the same order in the case under investigation. However, because of the above modelling uncertainty, it is possible that emergency costs are higher than benefits, bringing to emergency management ineffectiveness. Thus, improved models to assess emergency costs are required.

When actual damages estimation is considered, the main problem regards instead damage reduction due to people actions which was modelled as a fixed shift in potential depth-damage curves; this is the simplest method but it is worthy to note that, when data are available, assessment methods based on the modelling of people behaviour would represent a more suitable choice [16, 24].

Finally, as regards neglected types of damages, it is sensible that the inclusion of indirect and intangible damages severely affect emergency management convenience, as derived from the case study. From an economic point of view, it is evident that potential and actual damages change when indirect damages are considered. For example, indirect damages due to bridge gates can be relevant given that the economic activity of the area can suffer from traffic disruption. On the contrary, also indirect benefits can be significant; in fact bridge gates allow us to avoid the inundation of the city for $Q < 160 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}$ preventing not only direct damages but also indirect damages to enterprises (i.e. loss of income).

On the other hand, it is clear that emergency management convenience goes beyond economic considerations. When intangibles are considered, convenience increases given that emergency management enables us to save lives,
memorabilia, cultural heritage, etc. [16, 17]. However, available tools for indirect and intangible damage estimation seem unsuitable for practical and systematical purposes and require specific knowledge and usually unavailable data.

5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes and implements available tools for damage assessment in a pragmatic framework to describe and assess damage reduction due to emergency management; the framework is then applied to a real case study.

The conceptualization of the problem at stake represents the main strength of the paper; section 2 supplies a pragmatic framework to describe the emergency management process and preventive measures leading to damage reduction and suggests how damage reduction modeling should be approached as the objective of preventive actions changes (i.e. reducing hazard vs. reducing exposure/vulnerability).

The case study proves that damage reduction estimate is possible even though present models still require further improvement and must be adapted to the specific context under investigation; this strongly influence present accuracy. At the same time, the case study points out that assessment results supply useful information, not only in terms of economic convenience of emergency management but also in terms of the comprehension of the system under investigation and its functioning during emergency. From this perspective, this paper supports and encourages present efforts of the research community in improving damage models.
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